
1. Introduction
The large-scale oceanic and atmospheric dynamics in the North Atlantic are thermally coupled on an interannual 
timescale (Bjerknes, 1964; Watanabe & Kimoto, 2000). Furthermore, the coupling also occurs on a seasonal 
timescale. While the winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) acts as a main driver imprinting spring tripo-
lar North Atlantic sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA), persistent SSTAs in-turn affect the atmospheric 
flow and can potentially precondition European summer heatwaves (EuSHWs) (Czaja & Frankignoul,  2002; 
Ossó et al., 2018). The tripolar SSTA pattern has been related to anticyclonic anomalies over Europe (Gastineau 
& Frankignoul, 2015), increasing the temperatures and decreasing precipitation by compressing the downward 
moving air, and blocking the westerlies and the intrusion of storm track (Rex, 1950; Treidl et al., 1981). In the 
case of long-lasting blocking, the soil moisture (SM) in the region decreases, reducing the latent cooling in the 
atmosphere and further increasing air temperatures (Fischer et al., 2007; Seneviratne et al., 2006).

The SSTAs in the Subpolar Gyre (SPG) and tropical Atlantic, both part of the tripolar North Atlantic pattern, have 
been related to the 2015 EuSHW (Duchez et al., 2016; Wulff et al., 2017). Duchez et al. (2016) suggested that 
the negative SSTAs in the SPG were responsible for the southward shift of the Jet Stream, which enhanced the 
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Sea, the Baltic Sea and the Mediterranean Sea indicate the occurrence of western and southeastern EuSHWs, 
respectively.
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blocking anticyclone over Central Europe and lead to the 2015 EuSHW. In contrast, Wulff et al. (2017) proposed 
that the negative SSTAs in the tropical Atlantic, and the respective diabatic heating anomalies, were responsible 
for the blocking system and hence, the 2015 EuSHW.

In addition to North Atlantic SSTAs, surface temperatures in different European regional seas have also been 
proposed to precede EuSHWs. According to Feudale and Shukla  (2011), positive SSTAs in the North Sea 
reduced the meridional temperature gradient and baroclinic activity, allowing the blocking to persist over Europe 
during the 2003 EuSHW. The dominant descending motion prevented convection and increased temperatures 
warming the Mediterranean Sea. Positive SSTAs in the Mediterranean Sea have been related to dry and warm 
European summers, and are thought to be responsible for half of the amplitude of the 2003 EuSHW (Feudale & 
Shukla, 2007; Ionita et al., 2017).

The limited number of observed EuSHW events associated with a variety of physical mechanisms has prevented 
the systematic identification of SSTAs as precursors of EuSHWs. The MPI Grand-Ensemble (MPI-GE) data 
set combined with a neural-network (NN) based explainable artificial intelligence method, layerwise relevance 
propagation (LRP) (Bach et al., 2015; Toms et al., 2020), provides a unique opportunity for a systematic analysis 
of EuSHW precursors. Here, we robustly identify the most important spring North Atlantic SSTAs as precursors 
of different EuSHWs.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

We use the 100-member MPI-GE with historical anthropogenic and natural forcing (1850–2005), and 
high temporal resolution (Maher et al., 2019) . The 100 ensemble members use the same model set-up and 
forcing, but are started from different initial conditions all taken from the quasi-equilibrated control-run 
(Maher et  al.,  2019) . MPI-GE includes the land component JSBACH with a five-layer scheme improving 
the representation of soil hydrological processes (Hagemann & Stacke,  2015) . The MPI-GE uses the low 
resolution version of the MPI-ESM model, which represents well the observed connection between spring 
North Atlantic SSTA and Eurasian surface temperatures via atmospheric wave trains, as well as the observed 
frequency and amplitude of extreme European summer temperatures (Chen et  al.,  2021; Suarez-Gutierrez 
et al., 2018) .

We analyze the following climate variables: daily surface maximum temperature (T2max) and monthly sea 
surface temperature (SST), total precipitation (TP), geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) and SM. SM is here 
defined as the fraction of water accumulated in the root zone relative to the water capacity for each grid-point. 
We compute monthly anomalies relative to a centered 31-year moving climatology. The results are insensitive to 
the residual linear trend.

2.2. Identification and Quantification of Heatwaves

We identify heatwaves during high summer (July and August, hereafter JA). For each land grid-point and calen-
dar day, we use a percentile based heatwave definition (Perkins & Alexander,  2013). Heatwaves are defined 
when T2max exceeds the 90th percentile based on a centered 15-day, 31-year running window for at least three 
consecutive days. Hence, our heatwave definition considers spatial differences and temporal (both seasonal and 
long-term) variability of the threshold. A temporally fixed threshold would overestimate the identification of 
heatwaves during the climatological peak (i.e., August) and at the end of the historical run due to increasing 
temperatures driven by global warming.

The intensity of heatwaves is expressed as cumulative heat (Perkins-Kirkpatrick & Lewis, 2020). The cumula-
tive heat is obtained by seasonal (JA) integration of heat exceeding the defined threshold during heatwave days. 
We additionally integrate the cumulative heat over the European domain (10°W–30°E, 35–60°N) after weight-
ing each grid-point by the cosine of its latitude, obtaining a single value per year representing the intensity of 
EuSHWs. We evaluate the cumulative heat of 15,600 historical summers and select 10,000 years: 5,000 years 
with highest cumulative heat and 5,000 years with lowest cumulative heat. We consider these two sets as EuSHW 
years and non-EuSHW years, respectively.
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2.3. Neural-Network Set-Up

We develop a fully connected NN model (Lecun et  al.,  2015) for a supervised classification of the previ-
ously selected 10,000  years (Section  2.2) using spring (April and May, hereafter AM) mean North Atlantic 
(100°W–30°E, 0–80°N) SSTAs (Figure 1). Our NN contains three layers. The first layer is the input layer, where 
we insert standardized AM North Atlantic SSTAs in a vectorized form (1,584 features). The second layer is the 
hidden layer and contains 20 neurons with rectified linear unit (Relu) activation function. We use L2 regulariza-
tion with coefficient 2.0 to avoid overfitting. The third layer is the output layer and it has two neurons: one for 
EuSHW years and one for non-EuSHW years. We apply the softmax operator to obtain the probability of each 
sample belonging to the EuSHW and non-EuSHW years. The output neuron with highest probability determines 
the NN EuSHW classification. We train the model with 80% randomly shuffled samples and validate with the 
remaining 20%. A slightly different selection of hyperparameters and different methods of splitting the training 
and validation sets (i.e., splitting the time dimension in chunks of five consecutive years or splitting the ensemble 
dimension) do not influence the findings of this paper.

We evaluate the model performance by comparing the NN EuSHW classification to the EuSHW classification 
introduced in Section 2.2, and select the correctly classified samples. We use LRP to obtain one heat-map per 
correctly classified sample highlighting which grid-points from the input layer are most relevant to differentiate 
between EuSHW and non-EuSHW years. We use K-means (Hartigan & Wong, 1979) to cluster the LRP rele-
vance patterns of correctly classified EuSHW years with model confidence above 60%, and to identify the most 
important North Atlantic SSTAs as a precursor of different EuSHWs (Mayer & Barnes, 2021). The results are 
insensitive to the selection of the confidence threshold.

3. Results
Our NN model correctly classifies 71% and 72% of EuSHW and non-EuSHW years: 3,567 and 3,598 samples, 
respectively. The performance is similar both in training and validation sets indicating that the model does not 
overfit. AM SSTA composites of correctly classified samples show that the tripolar North Atlantic pattern with 
opposite phases leads to EuSHW and non-EuSHW years (Figures 2a and 2c). Negative SSTAs in the SPG and 
the tropical Atlantic, and positive SSTAs in the Subtropical Gyre precede summers classified as EuSHW years 
(Figure 2a). In contrast, positive SSTAs in the SPG and tropical Atlantic, and negative SSTAs in the Subtropical 
Gyre precede summers classified as non-EuSHW years (Figure 2c).

Twenty-nine percent of EuSHW years that our model incorrectly classifies as non-EuSHW years, mainly the 
least intense EuSHW years (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1), indicate that other processes besides North 
Atlantic SSTAs play a role in the development of EuSHWs. Weiland et al. (2021) demonstrated that the European 
summer atmospheric circulation depends on its early summer atmospheric state, which can persist for up to 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the methodology employed here to identify North Atlantic spring (April and May; AM) sea surface temperature anomalies as 
a precursor of European summer (July and August; JA) heatwaves (EuSHWs) using neural-network (NN) based explainable artificial intelligence method, layerwise 
relevance propagation (LRP).
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45 days and could lead to a heatwave. In addition, Mecking et al. (2019) showed that matching atmospheric and 
sea-ice conditions were fundamental for the 2015 EuSHW.

In addition to the North Atlantic pattern, we find that positive and negative SSTAs surrounding the European 
continent also precede EuSHW years and non-EuSHW years (Figures 2a and 2c). The LRP heat-map composites 
of correctly classified samples highlight the European regional seas as the most important regions to differentiate 
EuSHW and non-EuSHW years (Figures 2b and 2d). We hypothesize that the heat-maps of correctly classified 
EuSHW years contain distinct patterns that highlight different regional SSTAs, and that different regional SSTAs 
are the precursor of different EuSHWs.

We obtain three LRP clusters all showing the tripolar North Atlantic pattern with consistent positive SSTAs in 
the Subtropical Gyre (Figures 3b, 3e and 3h), but highlighting different regional seas (Figures 3a, 3d and 3g). The 
first cluster highlights positive SSTAs west of the Iberian Peninsula and contains the strongest western EuSHWs 
(Figures 3a–3c). The second cluster highlights positive SSTAs in the Mediterranean Sea and contains the strong-
est southeastern EuSHWs (Figures 3d–3f). The third cluster highlights positive SSTAs in the North Sea and the 
Baltic Sea, and contains southeastern EuSHWs, although of less intensity than cluster 2 (Figures 3g–3i).

Our results suggest that, on the one hand, the tripolar North Atlantic pattern with negative SSTAs in SPG and 
western tropical Atlantic and positive SSTAs in the Subtropical Gyre is a precursor of EuSHWs, in agreement with 
Cassou et al. (2005), Duchez et al. (2016) and Wulff et al. (2017). However, the most consistent feature  within 
the tripolar North Atlantic pattern preceding EuSHWs is the anomalously warm Subtropical Gyre. Disturbances 
in Subtropical North Atlantic SSTs and the respective diabatic heating anomalies are thought to be a source of 
Rossby waves which affect the European climate (Chen et al., 2020; Li & Ruan, 2018; Lim, 2015). On the other 
hand, the regional seas highlighted by the LRP heat-maps as the most relevant precursors for EuSHWs, appear to 
be the precursors of different types of EuSHWs.

The tripolar North Atlantic pattern, forced by winter atmospheric circulation anomalies, persists through spring 
and creates a reversed ocean-to-atmosphere forcing, preconditioning the occurrence of EuSHWs (Czaja & 
Frankignoul, 2002; Gastineau & Frankignoul, 2015; Ossó et al., 2018; Rodwell, 2002). In addition, we argue that 
positive regional SSTAs enhance the persistence of distinct blocking patterns and modulate spring precipitations 
and early summer SM anomalies in different European regions, preconditioning different types of EuSHWs. 
Although the SM can have a memory of several months (Hagemann & Stacke, 2015) and negative anomalies 
could be the product of the preceding dry winter, the soil dries considerably from early spring to early summer, 
consistent with our explanation (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1).

Using the complete historical MPI-GE data set we linearly regress AM SSTAs averaged over the regional seas 
(boxes in Figures 3b, 3e and 3h) with AM Z500 anomalies, AM TP anomalies, June SM anomalies and JA cumu-
lative heat anomalies on a grid-point level. Positive AM SSTAs west of the Iberian Peninsula relate to positive 

Figure 2. April and May (AM) mean SSTA composites of correctly classified; (a) European summer heatwave (EuSHW) 
years; (c) non-EuSHW years. Layerwise relevance propagation (LRP) heat-map composites of correctly classified; (b) 
EuSHW years; (d) non-EuSHW years. LRP composites are computed after normalizing each sample between 0 and 1.
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AM Z500 anomalies, dry AM TP and June SM anomalies, and an increase of EuSHW intensity in western Europe 
(Figures 4a–4d). Positive AM SSTAs in the Mediterranean Sea relate to positive AM Z500 anomalies, dry AM 
TP and June SM anomalies, and an increase of EuSHW intensity in southeastern Europe (Figures 4e–4h). Posi-
tive AM SSTAs in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea relate to positive AM Z500 anomalies, dry AM TP and June 
SM anomalies, and an increase of EuSHW intensity in southeastern Europe (Figures 4i–4l).

Figure 3. K-means clustering of layerwise relevance propagation (LRP) heat-maps for correctly classified European summer heatwave years with model confidence 
above 60%. Cluster composites of; (a, d, g) LRP heat-maps; (b, e, h) April and May mean SSTAs; (c, f, i) July and August heatwave intensity expressed as cumulative 
heat. Cluster one contains 1,103 samples, cluster two 814 samples and cluster three 903 samples.

Figure 4. Linear regression coefficients for the entire historical MPI Grand-Ensemble data set between April and May (AM) mean sea surface temperature anomalies 
averaged over the boxes in Figures 3b, 3e and 3h and; (a, e, i) AM mean Z500 anomalies; (b, f, j) AM mean total precipitation anomalies; (c, g, k) June soil moisture 
anomalies; d, h, l) July and August heatwave intensity anomalies expressed as cumulative heat.
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The relationship between SSTAs in the North Sea and Baltic Sea and the intensity of southeastern EuSHWs 
(Figures 4i–4l) could be a combined effect of regional SSTAs and the winter NAO. Unlike positive SSTAs 
west of the Iberian Peninsula and in the Mediterranean Sea, positive SSTAs in the North Sea and Baltic Sea 
are related to the tripolar North Atlantic pattern (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1), which is an imprint 
of the winter NAO (Czaja & Frankignoul, 2002). During the positive phase of NAO, the storm-track is shifted 
northward warming the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, drying the SM in southern Europe due to negative precip-
itation anomalies, and preconditioning southern EuSHWs (Wanner et  al.,  2001) . However, positive SSTAs 
in the North Sea can directly enhance the occurrence of EuSHWs by reducing the meridional temperature 
gradient and baroclinic activity, allowing the persistence of high pressure systems over Europe (Feudale & 
Shukla, 2011) .

Feudale and Shukla (2007, 2011)  related the North Sea and the Mediterranean Sea to the 2003 EuSHW, which 
impacted western Europe. The 2003 EuSHW had several other contributing factors, including the northward 
displacement of the Azores high which relates to a deficit of precipitation in western Europe (Garcia-Herrera 
et al., 2010; Rashid et al., 2012) . The northward displacement of Azores high could have been responsible for 
the strong deficit of SM in western Europe, and hence, for the westward location of the 2003 EuSHW. We find 
that the positive SSTAs west of the Iberian Peninsula are a precursor of western EuSHWs, and positive SSTAs 
in the North Sea and Mediterranean Sea are a precursor of southeastern EuSHWs, in agreement with Ionita 
et al. (2017)  who showed that the warm Mediterranean Sea relates to dry and hot summer conditions in eastern 
Europe.

From our analysis, we are unable to conclude whether regional SSTAs play an active or passive role in the devel-
opment of EuSHWs. We propose that positive regional SSTAs act as a heatwave amplification factor enhancing 
the persistence of blocking in different European regions. However, it is plausible that several episodes of block-
ing increase the regional SSTAs while reducing the SM. Future model experiments are required to disentangle 
the role of regional seas.

Our findings are only based on the MPI-GE data set, which contains model biases (Giorgetta et  al.,  2013; 
Hagemann et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2018). It has been shown that model wind biases can alter the propagation 
of Rossby waves induced by North Atlantic SSTAs (Li et al., 2021), which are relevant for modulating the atmos-
pheric state and triggering heatwaves (Cassou et al., 2005; Kornhuber et al., 2020; Wulff et al., 2017). Although 
it has been demonstrated that the low resolution version of the MPI model represents well the connection between 
spring North Atlantic SSTA and Eurasian surface temperatures via atmospheric wave trains (Chen et al., 2021), 
the availability of other large ensembles with high temporal frequency and spatial resolution would aid to verify 
our results.

4. Conclusions
We investigate spring North Atlantic SSTAs as a precursor of EuSHWs combining the historical MPI-GE data 
set with NN based explainable artificial intelligence method, LRP. We identify the tripolar North Atlantic pattern 
with negative SSTAs in the SPG and the western tropical Atlantic as a precursor of EuSHWs. The most consist-
ent feature of the tripolar pattern preceding EuSHWs is the positive SSTAs in the Subtropical Gyre. In addition, 
positive SSTAs in different regional seas emerge as the most robust precursors of different EuSHWs. While 
positive spring SSTAs west of the Iberian Peninsula precede western EuSHWs, positive spring SSTAs in the 
Mediterranean Sea, the North Sea and the Baltic Sea precede southeastern EuSHWs. The regional SSTAs can be 
related to distinct anticyclonic anomalies in spring, reducing the precipitation and leading to distinct patterns of 
negative SM anomalies in early summer. The patterns of SM anomalies resemble the location of the most intense 
EuSHWs. Here, we show that the combination of the spring tripolar North Atlantic pattern and regional SSTAs 
could aid in predicting the occurrence and location of EuSHWs.

Data Availability Statement
Data used in this study are available on the following website after registering at World Data Centre for Climate 
(http://hdl.handle.net/21.14106/5a1b88c2bb1ae7736779602e6a201a119b7cf1bc).
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